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Cyclization of DNA with sticky ends is commonly used to construct DNA minicircles and to
measure DNA bendability. The cyclization probability of short DNA (<150 bp) has a strong length
dependence, but how it depends on the rotational positioning of the sticky ends around the helical
axis is less clear. To shed light upon the determinants of the cyclization probability of short DNA,
we measured cyclization and decyclization rates of ∼100-bp DNA with sticky ends over two heli-
cal periods using single-molecule Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). The cyclization
rate increases monotonically with length, indicating no excess twisting, while the decyclization rate
oscillates with length, higher at half-integer helical turns and lower at integer helical turns. The os-
cillation profile is kinetically and thermodynamically consistent with a three-state cyclization model
in which sticky-ended short DNA first bends into a torsionally-relaxed teardrop, and subsequently
transitions to a more stable loop upon terminal base stacking. We also show that the looping prob-
ability density (the J factor) extracted from this study is in good agreement with the worm-like
chain model near 100 bp. For shorter DNA, we discuss various experimental factors that prevent
an accurate measurement of the J factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

DNA under physiological conditions constantly under-
goes conformational changes due to thermal fluctuations.
Among those changes, bending motions coupled with
twist can bring distal sites into proximity [1] and im-
pact genome packaging and gene regulation [2, 3]. Some
of these processes involve looped DNA segments much
shorter than 500 bp, a length regime where the bending
energy begins to dominate the free energy of loop for-
mation. For example, some operons in Escherichia coli,
such as lac and gal, are regulated by repressor proteins
that form loops as small as ∼100 bp [4]. Small DNA
loops can also be induced by some restriction endonu-
cleases [5–7] or actively extruded by chromosome pack-
aging motor proteins [8]. In many cases, proteins sta-
bilize small DNA loops that spontaneously arise; there-
fore, it is of great importance to quantify the probability
of spontaneous looping events. On the other hand, the
protein complexes that bridge two distal sites of short
DNA segments are subjected to a significant amount of
bending and torsional stress depending on the loop ge-
ometry and size [9, 10]. This stress can affect the bind-
ing affinity of the protein complexes, and thereby alter
the lifetime of the looped state [6, 11, 12]. Recently,
small DNA loops have also been used as force sensors
and applicators to study bending mechanics of DNA it-
self or force-dependent conformational changes of other
biomolecules [13–17]. Therefore, measuring looping and
unlooping dynamics of short DNA segments can give us
insights into the energetics and internal forces that gov-
ern loop-associated processes and applications.

The simplest way to form DNA loops is to use DNA
with two complementary single-stranded overhangs, or
sticky ends, in a reaction called cyclization. In this reac-
tion, the sticky ends of the same DNA molecule hybridize
to each other to form a “linker” duplex. To a good

approximation, the cyclization (looping) rate (kloop) is
thought to be the product of two quantities [18]: (i) the
effective concentration of one sticky end in the proximity
of the other, which is known as the J factor (J), and (ii)
the annealing rate constant between the two sticky ends
(kon). Therefore, if kon is known, the J factor can be
determined by measuring kloop. The J factor can also be
predicted from polymer models as a function of length,
deformability, and loop geometry. Hence, the J factor has
been used as a hallmark to test and refine DNA models
such as the worm-like chain model.

Nonetheless, the experimental attempts to measure the
J factor of DNA shorter than one persistence length
(∼150 bp) have so far been controversial. Using a
ligation-based assay, the Widom group first measured
the J factor of short DNA molecules [19]. This study
reported an anomalously high J factor, but the anomaly
was soon proven to be an artifact due to the high con-
centration of ligase in a study by Vologodskii [20]. In
a more recent study, Vafabakhsh and Ha used a ligase-
free fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay
to measure the J factor of short DNA molecules in the
range between 50 and 200 bp [21]. The reported J fac-
tor displayed an oscillatory pattern as a function of DNA
length, which indicated that the apparent cyclization ki-
netics depend on the torsional degree of freedom. How-
ever, the DNA length-dependent oscillatory pattern from
this FRET-based cyclization study remains puzzling be-
cause it is out of phase with that from the ligation-based
cyclization study [22, 23].

To shed light on this unresolved issue, we investi-
gate how DNA cyclization and decyclization rates are
influenced by the torsional degree of freedom: the rota-
tional positioning of the sticky ends around the helical
axis and base stacking between the sticky ends. Using
the single-molecule FRET assay, we measured both cy-
clization (looping) and decyclization (unlooping) rates of
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short DNA (∼ 100 bp) over two helical periods with ei-
ther (1) full sticky ends that allow terminal base stack-
ing or (2) gapped sticky ends that prevent terminal base
stacking. We find that the cyclization rate varies mono-
tonically with DNA length for both sticky-end types,
whereas the decyclization rate shows length-dependent
oscillation only with full sticky ends, fast at half-integer
number of helical turns and slow at integer number of he-
lical turns. Based on separately measured dissociation ki-
netics of sticky-ended duplexes, we attribute this kinetic
difference between integer and half-integer loops to both
the terminal base stacking and the shearing geometry im-
posed by the loop. The J factors extracted from our mea-
sured cyclization and bimolecular hybridization rates are
in agreement with the worm-like chain prediction down
to ∼90 bp despite uncertainties due to sequence and ex-
perimental condition. We also explain the origin of the
oscillatory J factor reported in the previous study [21]
and discuss inherent uncertainties in the experimentally
derived J factor that may hamper an accurate compari-
son to theory, especially for DNA shorter than 100 bp.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Preparation of DNA molecules with sticky ends

We obtained two different master DNA molecules from
phage lambda DNA and yeast genomic DNA by poly-
merase chain reactions (PCR). We performed a second
set of PCR reactions on these master templates to pro-
duce DNA set 1 and set 2 whose lengths range from 96
bp to 116 bp and 108 bp to 124 bp, respectively (see Sup-
plementary Table S1). By PCR primer design, both sets
of DNA shared common 20-bp adaptor sequences at the
ends. In each set, a DNA molecule was lengthened by
inserting base pairs immediately before the two adaptor
regions.

To make DNA molecules amenable to the surface-
based FRET looping assay, we performed additional
PCR reactions on unmodified DNA molecules with
primers carrying the adaptor sequences and the nec-
essary modifications (i.e. FRET donor, FRET accep-
tor, and biotin, see Supplementary Table S1 for de-
tails) [24]. Donor-labeled and acceptor-labeled double-
stranded DNA molecules were made in separate PCR
reactions. The donor-labeled and acceptor-labeled
molecules contained the sticky-end extension at the 5′

and 3′-end, respectively. For gapped sticky ends, a
stretch of three noncomplementary bases were inserted in
the extensions (Figure 1(A)). The donor (Cy3) and the
acceptor (Cy5) were linked to the thymine bases nearest
to the 5′ ends so that sticky-end annealing generated a
high FRET signal (∼0.8).

Strand exchange was performed between the two DNA
molecules by incubating the mixture (∼100 nM of Cy3-
labeled DNA and ∼25 nM of Cy5-labeled DNA) at 95 ◦C
for 5 minutes and gradually cooling to the room temper-

ature. As a result of strand exchange, the majority (∼70
%) of products contained all the necessary modifications
as well as the 5′ protruding sticky ends.

All of the PCR primers were commercially synthesized
by Eurofins MWG Operon and Integrated DNA Tech-
nology (IDT) to at least HPLC-purity grade to minimize
truncation or deletion errors. We also used Mfold [25]
to ensure that each sticky end does not form unintended
secondary structures.

B. FRET cyclization/decyclization assay

We adopted the previous salt-exchange FRET assay
[26] except for some slight modifications in the flow-cell
preparation step. We started by cleaning a microscope
slide with drilled holes and a coverslip by sonication in
deionized water. After sonication, the slide and the cov-
erslip were completely dried in a vacuum chamber for
about 10 to 15 minutes and etched in a plasma cleaner
for additional 5 minutes. A dust-free, smooth surface was
obtained at this stage. Then, we silanized the slide and
the coverslip in a dichlorodimethylsilane (DDS)-hexane
solution as previously described [27]. After silanization,
the flow-cell was assembled by joining the slide and the
coverslip using double-sided tape and epoxy glue. The
flow-cell was passivated and functionalized by biotiny-
lated BSA and tween-20 before DNA molecules were in-
jected for immobilization.

For cyclization experiments, we first incubated the
molecules in an imaging buffer containing no NaCl for
10 minutes. We then started recording the time trajec-
tories of FRET signals of the molecules and perfuse 30
uL of 1 M [NaCl] imaging buffer into the flow channel to
induce looping (Figure 1(B)). Perfusion was controlled by
a motorized syringe pump at a flow rate of 600 uL/min.
The decyclization experiment was done in the same man-
ner except that we change the salt concentration in the
imaging buffer from 2 M [NaCl] to either 75 mM or 1
M [NaCl]. All imaging buffers contained the PCD-PCA
oxygen scavenging system [28]. Figure 1(C) shows typical
fluorescence intensity trajectories of Cy3 and Cy5 from
these experiments. The temperature of the flow chan-
nel was maintained at 20 ◦C via an objective lens tem-
perature controller at all times. Single-molecule fluores-
cence data were acquired on an objective-based TIR mi-
croscope with an EMCCD camera (DU-897ECS0-# BV,
Andor) at a rate of 100 ms per frame.

C. Association and dissociation rates of the linker
duplex

To measure the association rate (kon) between the
sticky ends and the lifetime (τon) of the linker duplex,
we prepared four different partial DNA duplexes that are
sticky on one end and blunt on the other (see Supple-
mentary Table S1). Two of them contained full sticky
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FIG. 1. (A) Schematic representation of a looped DNA molecule with annealed sticky ends. Close-up views show duplexed
sticky ends, which we refer to as a linker duplex, without (top) and with (bottom) gaps. (B) Experimental setup in the
FRET-based cyclization (looping) and decyclization (unlooping) assays. Fluorescently labeled DNA molecules with sticky ends
are immobilized on a passivated coverslip and continuously excited by the evanescent wave of a 532-nm laser. The cation
concentration of the surrounding imaging buffer is exchanged to promote either looping or unlooping of the DNA molecules.
(C) Examples of typical fluorescence trajectories of a single DNA molecule on the surface transitioning from the unlooped state
to the looped state (top) and from the looped state to the unlooped state (bottom) upon sudden salt-exchange at time = 20
s (marked by an arrow). The green and red lines represent the donor (Cy3) and acceptor (Cy5) intensities, respectively. The
molecules are briefly excited by a 640-nm laser in the beginning and the end for co-localization of Cy3 and Cy5 as well as to
confirm the presence of Cy5. (D) Examples of decay curves of the unlooped (top) and looped (bottom) fractions of molecules.
The rates are extracted by fitting the data (black) with an exponential function (red).

ends, and the other two gapped sticky ends. Each sticky
end was labeled with either Cy3 or Cy5. These par-
tial duplexes were constructed by heating a mixture of
complementary oligonucleotides to 95 ◦C for 5 min and
gradually cooling to 4 ◦C. The final concentrations of
the oligonucleotides were ∼10 uM. The products from
this reaction were purified by native polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (12 %, 19:1 ratio of acrylamide to bis-
acrylamide in 1X TBE buffer) and extracted by “crush
and soak” followed by ethanol precipitation. The concen-
tration of the purified product was estimated from the
absorbance of the fluorescent label at its maximum ab-
sorbance wavelength. To measure kon, one of the partial
duplexes was immobilized on the surface, the other par-
tial duplex carrying the complementary sticky end was
injected into the flow cell at a known concentration, and
the appearance of FRET events was monitored. To mea-
sure τon, linker duplexes were formed on the surface, dis-
sociation was induced by salt exchange, and the disap-
pearance of FRET was monitored.

D. Data analysis

We used Matlab to extract time trajectories of FRET
values from the immobilized molecules. The FRET effi-
ciency, or signal, was calculated from the background-
subtracted intensities of the donor (ID) and acceptor

molecules (IA) using IA/(IA+ ID). The FRET time tra-
jectories were filtered by applying a 2-point moving av-
erage and were fed to a Hidden Markov Model estimator
[29] to determine the transition points between the ideal
FRET levels. The first passage time to FRET transition
(low to high for looping or association and high to low for
unlooping or dissociation) was collected from each FRET
trajectory to build the decay curve and extract rates (see
Figure 1(D) and Supplementary Method).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the single-molecule FRET assay, we measured
the cyclization and decyclization kinetics of DNA near
100 bp in length. Cyclization or decyclization was trig-
gered by a sudden increase or decrease in NaCl concen-
tration. The FRET signals of single molecules were con-
tinuously monitored from the beginning moment of buffer
exchange, and the first transition times in the FRET sig-
nals were collected to obtain mean lifetimes or rates.

A. The looping rate changes monotonically, but
the unlooping rate oscillates with DNA length

In Figure 2(A), we present kloop of molecules in DNA
set 1, decreasing in length from 116 bp to 94 bp in 2-
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FIG. 2. (A) Looping rates of DNA molecules in set 1. The
closed and open circles represent data measured with the full
and gapped sticky pairs, respectively. Error bars represent
the standard errors of the mean. (B) The lifetimes of DNA
molecules in DNA sets 1 and 2 in the looped state. The
DNA molecules with the full sticky ends are measured in two
different [NaCl] conditions: 75 mM (closed circles) and 1 M
(triangles). The dotted and dashed horizontal lines represent
the lifetimes of the full and gapped linker duplex, respectively.
The size of error bars (not shown) is similar to the size of the
data points. The DNA loop size includes the length of the
annealed sticky ends (9 bp).

bp steps. This range spans almost two helical periods
of DNA. As shown, kloop of DNA set 1 monotonically
decreases as DNA becomes shorter, indicative of the in-
creasing energy cost of looping. The difference in kloop
over the range of ∼20 bp is nearly 10-fold. The most
noteworthy feature of this plot is the lack of helical-
phase dependent oscillation, which shows that loop cap-
ture does not require continuity of the helical phase at

the boundary. We also measured kloop of DNA set 1 with
gapped sticky ends that prevent stacking between oppos-
ing terminal bases [30]. As expected, DNA molecules
with gapped sticky ends exhibit a similar monotonic de-
pendence of kloop on length. These molecules cyclize at
a slightly slower rate due to the slower annealing rate of
gapped sticky ends. These results indicate that stack-
ing between the terminal bases of opposing sticky ends
is not necessary for loop capture, and that the transition
state must be torsionally relaxed. This is in contrast
to the ligation-based assay which requires alignment of
phosphate backbones, thus the oscillating cyclization rate
with DNA length [31, 32].

Next, we present the dependence of decyclization ki-
netics on DNA length and sticky-end type. In Figure
2(B), we plot the lifetime of the looped state, τloop, which
is the inverse of the decyclization rate. In contrast to cy-
clization kinetics, decyclization kinetics of DNA with full
sticky ends exhibit a clear length-dependent oscillatory
pattern (indicated by solid symbols). The oscillation is
seen with two unrelated DNA sequences (black and gray
symbols) and in two different salt conditions (circle and
triangular symbols). In both salt conditions, the period
of oscillation is similar to one helical period of DNA (10.5
bp). At 1 M [NaCl], local maxima is identified at ∼105
and ∼115 for DNA set 1, and ∼127 for DNA set 2. These
values are closer to integer multiples of the helical pe-
riod (105, 115.5, 126 bp) than half-integer multiples. At
75 mM [NaCl], the locations of maxima (and minima)
shift towards slightly larger values, which we speculate is
due to curvature-dependent unwinding of a double helix
[33, 34]. The helical period (h) of a short DNA ring is
predicted to be longer than the unstressed value (h0) due
to the twist-bend coupling term (B) according to [35]

h ≈ h0

(
1 +

1

2
κ2
(
B

CL

)2
)

, (1)

where κ, C, and L are the curvature, the torsional stiff-
ness and the contour length of DNA, respectively. We
speculate that weaker electrostatic screening at lower salt
increases B, thus h increases. Both h0 and C of DNA do
not depend on salt [36, 37]. In addition to the oscillation
phase, salt influences τloop and its oscillation amplitude.
Loops are about 10-fold longer-lived at 1 M [NaCl] (trian-
gles) than at 75 mM [NaCl] (circles), and the oscillation
amplitude is markedly larger at 75 mM [NaCl] than at 1
M [NaCl].

B. The role of base stacking in the stability of
DNA loop

On the other hand, DNA loops captured with gapped
sticky ends do not show length-dependent oscillation in
τloop (open circles in Figure 2(B)). Moreover, τloop with
gapped sticky ends was found to be similar in magnitude
to the local minima of τloop with full sticky ends. Since
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stacking) can alter the stress geometry of the linker duplex. A
fully stacked linker duplex (left) does not experience a shear
force and therefore is more stable. In comparison, an un-
stacked linear duplex (right) experiences a shear force and
therefore is less stable. (B) Minimum-energy shapes of the
coarse-grained twistable worm-like chain with a single nick
(left: 105 bp and right: 100 bp). Here, we consider both
ends (the first and last 10 bp) of the coarse-grained chain
to be cylinders with a radius equal to 1 nm whose volumes
are excluded from each other during the energy minimiza-
tion procedure [38]. The stand without a nick is shown as
a solid line around the tubular shapes. The alternating red
and blue colors indicate one helical turn (e.g. the spacing be-
tween neighboring reds (or blue) is about one helical turn).
(C) Comparison of free energy costs. ∆Gθφ is the free en-
ergy cost to axially and torsionally align the ends of the helix
at the tip of a small teardrop loop (solid line), and ∆GST is
the average base pair stacking energy of all 16 dinucleotides
taken from Ref. [39] (dashed line). The extrapolation method
in the same reference is applied to extrapolate the stacking
energy for 20 ◦C and [NaCl] = 0.1 M.

the difference between full sticky ends and gapped sticky
ends is the ability of base-stacking [30, 40], we reasoned
that the oscillation seen with full sticky ends arises pri-
marily from the stacking-unstacking equilibrium at the
nicks in the loop; integer loops (loops with integer num-
ber of helical turns) are longer-lived than half-integer
loops because of more stable base stacking. The salt-
dependent changes of τloop and the oscillation amplitude
are also consistent with stabilization of base stacking at
the nicks [41].

We note that base stacking at the nicks can not only
provide additional stability to the linker duplex, but also
dramatically alter the stress geometry of the linker du-
plex (Figure 3(A)). If one or both nicks are open due to
unstacking, the linker duplex would be subject to a shear
stress, which accelerates melting of short DNA duplexes
[42–44]. On the other hand, if both nicks are closed as a
result of stacking, the linker duplex does not experience
the shear stress. To test this idea, we measured the life-
time (τon) of an unstressed linker duplex produced from
bimolecular association of full or gapped sticky ends. The
measured lifetimes are plotted in Figure 2(B) as dotted
are dashed lines, respectively. The amplitude of oscil-
lation in τloop (filled circles) appears to be significantly
larger than the contrast between the solid and dashed
lines. This comparison reveals that stacking-dependent
change in τon is not sufficient to account for the fold-
change in τloop between integer and half-integer loops;
therefore, the difference in the shearing geometry must
be taken into account as well.

We then ask a question as to what prevents half-integer
loops from stacking at the nicks. To gain insight, we
compute the minimum energy conformations of integer
and half-integer loops with a single open nick [38]. In
this calculation, we modeled the core of DNA as a one-
dimensional twisted worm-like chain and applied the end-
to-end constraint to a helical strand that winds around
it. As shown in Figure 3(B), integer loops adopt a pla-
nar teardrop shape, whereas, half-integer loops are non-
planar. Therefore, nick closing which requires axial and
torsional alignment at the apex of the teardrop would be
energetically more challenging to half-integer loops. We
can estimate the free energy cost (∆Gθφ) for the teardrop
loop to achieve axial and torsional alignment at the nick
from the J factors according to

∆Gθφ = −kBT log(Jθφ/J), (2)

where Jθφ and J are the semianalytically derived J fac-
tors with and without the helical alignment, respectively
[45, 46]. As predicted, ∆Gθφ of half-integer loops is much
larger than that of integer loops (solid line, Figure 3(C)).
∆Gθφ of integer loop is still much larger than the ther-
mal energy, but is comparable to the free energy (∆GST)
of base stacking (dashed line, Figure 3(C)), which we
estimated from the literature [39]. In agreement with
our thermodynamic argument, a recent coarse-grained
simulation [47] also shows that half-integer loops adopt
a non-planar teardrop loop configuration in which base
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FIG. 4. Three-state DNA cyclization model. A sticky-ended
short DNA molecule undergoes a transition between the low
FRET (unlooped) state and the high FRET (looped) state.
The transition rates between these two FRET states (k1 and
k2) are governed by the bending energy of DNA. Two differ-
ent macrostates, teardrop and smooth, can exist within the
high FRET state since the looped molecule contains nicks
that can spontaneously close and open. Transitions between
the teardrop and smooth states occur at the rates of (k3)
and (k4), respectively, and are associated with local transi-
tions of nick closing and opening. For the transition from the
teardrop state to the smooth state, integer loops need axial
alignment only while half-integer loops need both axial and
torsional alignment. Therefore, integer loops can transition
to the smooth state more readily than half-integer loops.

pair stacking across nicks is disrupted.

Although indistinguishable by FRET, our kinetic anal-
ysis two primary macrostates in the looped state. In
summary, our results validate a three-state cyclization
model (Figure 4): (1) unlooped, (2) teardrop loop (end-
juxtaposed), and (3) smooth loop (axially and torsionally
aligned, and terminally stacked). A looped state with
two open nicks is also possible, but is omitted from the
model because it is significantly less favourable than the
other two looped states (see Supplementary Results and
Discussion). The oscillation-free looping rate indicates
that the looped state is at first captured in a torsionally
relaxed state (kloop = k1), which is likely a teardrop loop
with an open nick(s). Thus, the transition rates (k1, k2)
between the first two states are independent of the helical
phase between the two ends. In contrast, the transition
rates (k3, k4) between the second and third states depend
on bending, twist, and stacking energies. This equilib-
rium explains the difference in τloop between integer and
half-integer loops. Integer loops only require in-plane
bending fluctuations to close the nick, while half-integer
loops require energetically demanding out-of-plane defor-
mations to do so. Therefore, half-integer loops would be
stalled in the teardrop state, and decyclize at a rate of
kunloop = k2, while integer loops would be partitioned
between teardrop and smooth states, and decyclize at a
slower rate of kunloop = k2 · k4

k3+k4
. The single-exponential

decay of the high FRET state implies that teardrop and
smooth states equilibrate much faster than k2. Based
on our model, we propose the oscillation amplitude and
phase in kunloop vs. DNA length (Figure 2(B)) as a useful
measure to probe twist-bend coupling (B) and torsional
stiffness (C) of DNA in different sequence contexts or

experimental conditions.

C. Revisiting the J factor of short DNA

The worm-like chain model is widely successful in de-
scribing the statistical mechanics of long DNA. However,
whether it correctly describes the looping probability of
DNA shorter than 100 bp is still debated. The compar-
ison between measurement and model is most compre-
hensively shown on the plot of the J factor vs. DNA
length, called the cyclization profile [48]. Using the
single-molecule FRET assay, Vafabakhsh and Ha [21] ob-
tained a J factor that becomes increasingly higher than
the worm-like chain prediction below 100 bp. In the
same study [21], the J factor was shown to oscillate in
a length-dependent manner, and DNA with half-integer
helical turns had higher J factors than DNA with inte-
ger helical turns, which is quite opposite to the results of
ligation-based cyclization studies [20, 22, 23].

As previously noted [49, 50], the seemingly high J
factor of Vafabakhsh and Ha below 100 bp is not sur-
prising given that their J factor (JVH) was extracted
from JVH = R/kon, where R = kloop + kunloop is an
apparent relaxation rate toward the equilibrium state.
Hence, JVH by definition is larger than J = kloop/kon
that is more closely related to the theoretical J factor.
The larger discrepancy between JVH and theoretical J at
shorter lengths is also expected because kunloop increases
steeply with decreasing length [26]. Our new results from
this study also offer a clear explanation to the out-of-
phase oscillatory profile of JVH. Although kloop changes
monotonically with length, kunloop oscillates with peaks
at half-integer helical turns. Therefore, JVH, which is
proportional to kloop + kunloop, would exhibit peaks at
half-integer turns.

Following the correct expression of the J factor (J =
kloop/kon), we extracted the J factors of DNA set 1 with
full sticky ends using kloop from Figure 2(A) and kon mea-
sured from the bimolecular association of the full sticky
ends. The results are shown in Figure 5(A) (black dots).
In the same figure, we also plot the theoretical J factor of
a worm-like chain [46] using a range of persistence lengths
from 40 to 50 nm (dashed lines). This theoretical J fac-
tor should be taken as a lower limit as it approximates
the fluctuations about the minimum-energy loop only up
to the quadratic terms [51]. As shown in this plot, the
J factors of DNA set 1 correspond to persistence lengths
between 44 and 49 nm. This 5-nm variability is still
within the accepted range of experimentally determined
values [52]. We also measured Jloop from molecules in
DNA set 2 over a wider length range (grey circles, Fig-
ure 5(A)). Jloop from these molecules shows an overall
good agreement with J of 50-nm persistence length. The
difference in Jloop between the two DNA sets is consis-
tent, but not remarkable considering that the J factor
can vary with sequence by a few orders of magnitude in
the similar length range [53]. In comparison, we show
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FIG. 5. (A) Jloop as a function of DNA length. The length-
dependence in the extended range outside of DNA set 1 is
measured with DNA molecules from set 2 (grey). The mea-
sured Jloop is compared with the worm-like chain model pre-
diction of the J factor (dashed lines) calculated based on Ref.
[46]. In this calculation, we assumed the loop capture ra-
dius is equal to the contour length of 10-nt single-stranded
DNA since loop capture is initiated by base pairing between
single-stranded sticky ends. The shared area between the
dashed lines represent the prediction made with a range of
persistence lengths from 40 to 50 nm. (B) Joint probability
distributions (P (θ1, θ2)) of coarse-grained DNA chains. The
schematic at the bottom shows a DNA chain constrained with
a short end-to-end distance, |r|. θ1 and θ2 are the angles be-
tween the chain ends and the end-to-end vector. The left and
right density plots represent the joint distributions of θ1 and
θ2 for 100-bp and 500-bp loops, respectively. The projected
probability distributions of θ1 and θ2 are individually plotted
along the x- and y-axis of each density plot, respectively. The
magenta line represents the unconstrained P (θ1, θ2), which is
equal to the sine function.

that a single base pair mismatch in the center of a 108-
bp DNA can increase Jloop by almost 10-fold (cross(x)
in Figure 5(A)). Hence, apart from sequence-dependent
irregularities, our J factor measurements are consistent
with the canonical worm-like chain model in the length
range tested.

D. Limitations of the J factor below 100 bp

Although understanding energetics of DNA looping at
even shorter lengths (<100 bp) is of growing interest, we
argue that the J factor is neither a theoretically relevant
nor an experimentally accessible quantity in this regime.
As DNA becomes shorter, end segments are more flexible
than internal segments [54], and end base pairs are more
prone to fraying [47, 55, 56]. Moreover, discreteness of
base pairs and sequence-dependent effects cannot be suf-
ficiently averaged out over several helical turns. There-
fore, the J factor which describes the average behavior of
a continuous, homogeneous polymer is no longer relevant
in this length scale.

For short DNA, the experimental Jloop also becomes
a bad proxy for the theoretical J factor. The underlying
assumption in Jloop = kloop/kon is that the second-order
annealing rate constant between the two sticky ends in
cyclization is the same as that in bimolecular association.
This assumption allows the use of kon measured from
the bimolecular reaction to cancel out the annealing rate
constant f in kloop and recover the looping probability
density J :

Jloop =
kloop
kon

=
f

kon
J = J . (3)

However, if the annealing rate constant depends on the
relative orientation of the sticky ends, f depends strongly
on DNA length. To highlight this effect, we plot the joint
probability distribution of two angles (P (θ1, θ2)) formed
between the end-to-end vector and the helical axes of the
end segments (Figure 5(B)) using a Monte Carlo simula-
tion of a worm-like chain [49]. These angles thus repre-
sent how much the two sticky ends would have to deviate
from the helical axes for annealing. Large angles will in-
cur some energetic penalty because dangling bases in the
sticky ends can stack [57, 58], albeit weakly. The two
angles at which two separate molecules encounter would
be independent and uniformly distributed, and therefore,
P (θ1, θ2) should be proportional to sin θ1 sin θ2 (magenta
lines, Figure 5(B)). A similar distribution is obtained
for the ends of a 500-bp DNA, much longer than the
persistence length (right, Figure 5(B)). For the ends of
short DNA (100 bp), however, the two angles are highly
restrained because of the strong bending stress in the
looped DNA (left, Figure 5(B)). Compared to the bi-
molecular case, small angles favorable for annealing oc-
cur more frequently while extreme angles unfavorable for
annealing occur less. It is thus conceivable that at the
same end-to-end distance, f would be larger than kon,
leading to higher Jloop than the theoretical J factor.

The J factor measurement of short DNA suffers from
practical complications as well. As DNA becomes
shorter, the fraction of molecules that loop on a labora-
tory time scale becomes extremely small, and detection of
this trace amount in a bulk ligation assay becomes quite
laborious and cumbersome [20]. In our single-molecule
FRET assay, extremely slow events are inevitably masked
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by photobleaching of the fluorophores, which leads to
an overestimation of kloop. This overestimation becomes
more severe as cyclization becomes slower. In our ex-
perience, slower cyclization kinetics is also fitted more
poorly with a single exponential function, possibly due
to an increasing inactive fraction over time (see Sup-
plementary Method). Therefore, Jloop of DNA shorter
than 100-bp carries substantial experimental and statis-
tical uncertainties. In our opinion, Jloop of short DNA
should be interpreted only as a comparative measure of
loopability, but not as a proxy for the theoretical J factor.

IV. CONCLUSION

The single-molecule FRET assay [21, 59] can detect
cyclization intermediates without the need of protein-
mediated ligation and is thus thought to be a more ac-
curate method to measure the intrinsic looping probabil-

ity of short DNA. However, exact boundary interactions
and loop geometry of these intermediates are not known,
which complicates the interpretation of the apparent cy-
clization rate. In this study, we measured cyclization
and decyclization rates of short DNA as a function of
DNA length. The cyclization rate changes monotonically
with DNA length without helical-phase dependent oscil-
lation. In contrast, the decyclization rate showed length-
dependent oscillation, faster at half-integer helical turns,
and slower at integer-helical turns. We further demon-
strate that the oscillation results from stackable bases at
the nicks, and the oscillation amplitude can be explained
by shear-accelerated nick opening. We present a three-
state cyclization model that is kinetically and thermo-
dynamically consistent with our data and existing stack-
ing free energy parameters, and propose the oscillation
profile of the decyclization rate as a new measure to ex-
plore twist and bending mechanics of DNA. Lastly, the
J factors extracted from cyclization rates of 90 to 120-bp
DNA are in good agreement with persistence lengths in
the range of 44 to 49 nm.

∗ Corresponding author.
harold.kim@physics.gatech.edu
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Determinants of cyclization-decyclization kinetics of short DNA with
sticky ends

Jiyoun Jeong and Harold D. Kim ∗

School of Physics, Georgia Institute of Technology, 837 State Street, Atlanta, GA 30332-0430, USA

DNA set 1 (5′ to 3′)
94 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACCTCAGCAA

GCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG
96 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCATCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACCTCAGCA

AGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG
98 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCATTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACCTCAGC

AAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG
100 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACCTCAGC

AAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCACCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG
102 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACCTCA

GCAAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCATCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTA
G

104 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAAACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACCTC
AGCAAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCATGCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTG
TAG

106 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCATAACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACCTC
AGCAAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCATGTCCCATTCGAGCTCGTT
GTAG

108 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCATTAACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACCT
CAGCAAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCATGTCCCCATTCGAGCTCG
TTGTAG

110 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAGTTAACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAACC
TCAGCAAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCATGTCACCCATTCGAGCT
CGTTGTAG

112 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACGTTAACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAAAC
CTCAGCAAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCATGTCAGCCCATTCGAG
CTCGTTGTAG

114 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAGCGTTAACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCAA
ACCTCAGCAAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCATGTCAGGCCCATTC
GAGCTCGTTGTAG

116 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAAGCGTTAACTTCCGGAGCCACACCGGTGCA
AACCTCAGCAAGCAGGGTGTGGAAGTAGGACATTTTCATGTCAGGCCCCAT
TCGAGCTCGTTGTAG

DNA set 2 (5′ to 3′)
94 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACATGGCAACGAGGTCGCACACGCCCCACAC

CCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTTG
Continued on next page
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DNA set 2 (5′ to 3′) – continued from previous page
108 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCGCACACGC

CCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACACCCATTCGAGCTC
GTTGTAG

110 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCGCACACG
CCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAACCCATTCGAGC
TCGTTGTAG

112 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCGCACAC
GCCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAATCCCATTCGA
GCTCGTTGTAG

114 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAGCGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCGCACA
CGCCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAATGCCCATTC
GAGCTCGTTGTAG

116 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACGCGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCGCAC
ACGCCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAATGTCCCAT
TCGAGCTCGTTGTAG

118 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAACGCGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCGCA
CACGCCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAATGTCCCC
ATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG

120 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACACGCGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCGC
ACACGCCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAATGTCCC
CCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG

122 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACCACGCGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCG
CACACGCCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAATGTCC
CCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG

124 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACCCACGCGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTC
GCACACGCCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAATGTC
CCCCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG

153 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCAGGGGAAAGACCACACCCACGCGCGATCGCC
ATGGCAACGAGGTCGCACACGCCCCACACCCAGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGG
CATGGGTACAATGTCCCCGTTGCCACAGAGACCCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGT
AG

189 bp GTGCCAGCAACAGATAGCCACAGCAACGGGCAACCGTTTGGGGAAAGACC
ACACCCACGCGCGATCGCCATGGCAACGAGGTCGCACACGCCCCACACCC
AGACCTCCCTGCGAGCGGGCATGGGTACAATGTCCCCGTTGCCACAGAGAC
CACTTCGTAGCACAGCGCCCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG

Full sticky ends PCR primer pairs (5′ to 3′)
Forward TGAATTTACG[Cy5dT]GCCAGCAACAGA[BiotindT]AGC

Backward GTAAATTCAC[Cy3dT]ACAACGAGCTCGAATGGG
Gapped sticky ends PCR primer pairs (5′ to 3′)

Forward TGAATTTACGCTG[Cy5dT]GCCAGCAACAGA[BiotindT]AGCCA
Backward [Cy3]GTAAATTCACGACTACAACGAGCTCGAATGGG

Blocking oligos for making partial duplexes (5′ to 3′)
Blocking-Cy5full GCTATCTGTTGCTGGCAC
Blocking-Cy5gap TGGCTATCTGTTGCTGGCAC

Blocking-Cy3 CCCATTCGAGCTCGTTGTAG

Supplementary Table S1: List of DNA sequences, PCR primers, and blocking oligonucleotides. All molecules
in DNA sets 1 and 2 include the common adapter sequences (20 bp) at both ends, which are also present in the
PCR primer pairs. PCR primers and blocking oligos are hybridized to each other to make the partial duplexes
that are sticky on one end and blunt on the other: Blocking-Cy5full and Blocking-Cy5gap are hybridized with
the forward primers of full and gapped sticky ends, and Blocking-Cy3 hybridizes with the backward primers of
both full and gapped sticky ends, respectively. These partial duplexes are used to measure the association rate
(kon) between the sticky ends and the lifetime (τon) of the linker duplex.
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Supplementary Method: Extracting rates from the decay curves

The looping and unlooping rates were extracted from fitting an exponential function to the looping and unlooping
decay curves. We observed that the unlooping decay curve reached to a zero within our typical recording time
(∼ 6 min), and thus used an exponential function of the form N(t) = exp(−kunloopt) for fitting. However,
the looping decay curve did not reach to a zero even after 20 minutes of observation, which was the longest
recording time we have tried in this study. According to our previous study (1), we noted a certain fraction of
DNA molecules, N∞, did not loop even after a long time (∼40 min). Therefore, we assumed that all DNA
samples contain a similar fraction of inactive molecules and fitted decay curves with an equation of the form
N(t) = (1−N∞)exp(−kloopt)+N∞, withN∞ = N∞(189bp), which was determined from 189-bp-long DNA
molecule from DNA set 2 whose decay curve quickly plateaus to N∞(189bp). The mean lifetimes, τunloop and
τloop, can be found by taking the reciprocal of kloop and kunloop, respectively.

Supplementary Results and Discussion: Free energy difference between the singly-
kinked and doubly-kinked loops

Replacing Jφθ with the J factor estimated with an end-to-end distance equal to 3 nm (i.e. the contour length
of the linker duplex) in Equation (2) in the main text, we can calculate the free energy difference between the
singly and doubly-kinked loops. Taking into account ∆GST (≈ 3.5 kBT ), we find that the doubly-kinked loop is
thermodynamically less favorable than the singly-kinked loop by ∼ 2 kBT , which corresponds to an equilibrium
fraction of 0.14, in the range between 95 bp and 125 bp. Therefore, we focus on our discussion on transitions
between the teardrop state with a single open nick and the smooth state.
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